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http://www.medicaldaily.com/lonely‐hearts‐club‐5‐simple‐steps‐how‐get‐over‐breakup‐and‐move‐along‐306230
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http://hypnosishealthinfo.com/hypnosismyths/self‐
hypnosis/light‐switch/

http://hypnosishealthinfo.com/hypnosismyths/self‐
hypnosis/written‐suggestions/
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Gestalt 

Neuro Linguistic 
Programming

• State Induction

• Chaining States

• “The Last Straw” Technique

Hawaiian Mysticism

Spiritual Psychology

• Permanence

• Spiritual Agreements

Facilitated Good‐Bye 
Process

Book of Beliefs
Seeing Yourself 

Through the Eyes of 
Your Higher Power
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Step #1:  “Can you remember a time when you felt X?”

Step #2:  “Can you remember a specific time?”

Step #3:   “Can you step into that state now so that you are looking through your own 
eyes, hearing with your own ears, feeling with your own body, and being fully immersed in 
the feeling of X?”

Step #4:  “Can you make that feeling as big, bright, and compelling as you possibly can so 
you feel X fully and completely?”

Step #5:  “Can you instruct your subconscious mind to memorize this state so that you can 
access it at will, easily and effortlessly?”

Present 
State

A
B

C
D

Desired 
State

See Handout
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State Induction 
 
This tool helps us induce a needed state (such as confidence), prepare for an event, 
or take steps in many NLP patterns. For example, once you have induced a helpful 
state, you will find it is easier to do mental rehearsal in preparing for a challenge.  

Here are a few useful states you might want to experience and experiment with 
while working with this pattern, (besides the obvious passion and motivation): 
acceptance, alignment, appreciation, balance, artfulness, forgiveness, 
groundedness, purity, purposefulness, being chosen, having confessed, being the 
humorist or fool, enlightenment, curiosity, inhibition, compassion, and my favorite, 
being joyful in solitude.  

Step #1:  Ask:  “Can you remember a time when you felt X?” 
 
Step #2:  Ask:  “Can you remember a specific time?” 
 
Step #3:  Ask:  “Can you step into that state now so that you are looking through 
your own eyes, hearing with your own ears, feeling with your own body, and being 
fully immersed in the feeling of X?” 
 
Step #4:  Ask:  “Can you make that feeling as big, bright, and compelling as you 
possibly can so you feel X fully and completely?” 
 
Step #5:  Ask:  “Can you instruct your subconscious mind to memorize this state so 
that you can access it at will, easily and effortlessly?” 
 
Step #6:  Test.  Ask the client to step out of X and then access it at will.  Do this a 
number of times.  
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CHAINING STATES  

Make yourself immune to negative states. Create an automatic reaction that creates 
a resourceful and positive state instead.  

Step #1. Choose an unresourceful state.  

Select an unresourceful state for this pattern. Unless you are a beginner, select one 
that poses a challenge when you try to shift into a positive or resourceful state. It 
should also be one that tends to suck you into an increasingly negative state once 
you are in that state.  

Step #2. Identify a positive direction.  

Explore what would constitute a positive direction from this state, based on the 
ideal state that you would like to go to. For example, if the experience of failure 
tends to have too much of an effect on your self-esteem, pulling you down into 
self- recrimination and self-doubt, your ideal state might be one of total self-
support and confidence. The direction that this implies can be something like 
"awareness of inner resources such as gifts, skills, talent, and positive self-talk" 
and "memories of past successes."  

Step #3. Turn this direction into steps to the positive state.   

Based on your ideal state and the direction that you selected, create intermediate  

steps that bridge from your negative state to your positive one.  

Step #4. Anchor each step.    

Experience each step as an increasingly positive state. Fully access each state and 
anchor each to a different knuckle that will serve as a trigger for the state.  

Step #5. Chain the states.  

a. Fully access the first state by triggering its anchor.  

b. When fully in that state, fire the next anchor to access the next state while 
continuing to hold on to the first trigger for a few seconds.  
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c. Release the first anchor.  

d. Repeat this process five times.  

e. Do step a through c for each remaining step in sequence from negative to 
positive. Do not rush this process. Attain a very full experience of each state.  

Step #6. Test.  

In the coming days and weeks, notice what benefits you experience from this 
process. See if you have an easier time shifting out of the negative state you 
worked on during this pattern, or if you avoid entering it in the first place.  
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The Last Straw – NLP Threshold Technique 

 

think of a time when the person you are breaking up with did something that you 
were unhappy with…that brings up a very negative emotion about them…and then 
think of another time…and another…and make those pictures bigger and 
brighter…and see all the things that you saw…and feel what you felt…and hear 
what you heard…and then…string those pictures together and make them rush 
quickly across that mind of yours…and do it…over and over again…until you no 
longer feel any reason to be with that person…ever again… 
 
This is a simple but powerful technique and you might need to do it more than 
once. Some people find it easy to go over that threshold and others don’t…the ones 
who don’t have very strong images and feelings about good times. So for them, 
they need to imagine a picture of a very happy time with that person…then 
imagine all of those negative times, then add the picture of the happy time…that 
should do it… 
 
When you do this strategy, it weakens and breaks the bonds that keep you attached 
to that person…and by doing so, the pain goes away…if you are just 
contemplating a breakup and are having a hard time making the breakup stick (you 
keep going back even though you shouldn’t)…this will make it easy to free you of 
attachment to the old relationship. 
 

And remember this…a breakup can be a new beginning…as so many things are… 
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